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Buildings and Smart Meters

! Buildings are major energy consumers
• 76% of US electricity, 48% of energy

! Smart meters monitor building electricity usage
• 37 million smart meters deployed in the USA 

• Benefits:  net metering, TOU pricing, fault management,...
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! Smart meters record data at 5-15 minute granularity

! Fine grain usage data reveals wealth of information

! Companies deploying “big data” energy platforms 
• Mine customer data to gain profitable insight
• Use in marketing campaigns or provide recommendations
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Smart Meter Analytics
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What kind of analytics are possible?

! Utility-scale analytics
• Break-down a customer usage by load types
• Flag higher than average categories

• Disaggregation: what appliances are present in a home?
• ROI analysis: should an inefficient appliance be replaced?
• Will a transformer overload during a summer heat wave?

! On-premise customer analytics
• Notify when laundry cycle has finished
• Notify when energy spent in heating the home > threshold
• Analyze usage to decide when to defer elastic loads

! Benefit: Deep insights without deep instrumentation!
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Smarter Models for Smarter Analytics

! Model-driven analytics
• Derive models of load behavior and usage patterns.
• Model and predict energy usage

! Approach: models of electrical loads in homes
• Use electrical properties of load to model them

! Resistive, inductive, non-linear loads
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Modeling Residential Electrical Loads

! Resistive loads: on-off model
! Inductive loads: on-off decay-growth
! Non-linear loads:  stable min-max 

! Complex loads: composition of basic model types
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Utility Case Study

! Working with local municipal utility
• 18,000 smart meters across entire user base.

! Analytic techniques to:
• Identify occupancy patterns in the home
• Detect HVAC usage in the home

! Detect misprogrammed or misaligned thermostats

! Can derive personalized schedule for each home 
• aligns with occupancy 
• reduces energy waste
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Smart Meters Leak Private Data 

! Smart meters reveal human activity data
• When are occupants away or on vacation?
• Do occupants eat out on weekends?
• Do they have an infant in the home? 

! Can mine information through side-channel attacks

! Challenge: how to preserve privacy of individuals 
while enabling smart meter functionality? 
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(a) Home-A (b) Home-B

Figure 1: Overlay of average power usage every minute (black) with binary occupancy (red), where one indicates at least one
occupant is present and zero indicates no occupants are present, over one day (8am-11pm) for two homes.

monitoring occupancy using contextual information sources, in-
cluding wired [7, 28] and wireless network traffic [4, 16, 25] and
online sources [30], such as calendars and chat applications. In-
direct approaches correlate one or more activities with occupancy,
and are cheaper and less intrusive than direct approaches, as they
do not require deploying and maintaining extra sensors. However,
accuracy depends on occupants regularly performing specific ac-
tivities, e.g., generating network traffic or updating a calendar.

In this paper, we empirically explore the potential of indirectly
monitoring occupancy solely through electricity use—possibly the
most common occupant activity. In particular, we focus on moni-
toring occupancy in residential homes using the coarse-grained data
produced by commodity smart meters, which record a home’s elec-
tricity usage anywhere between every one to fifteen minutes. Typ-
ical smart meter data clearly demonstrates that a home’s pattern
of electricity usage changes whenever occupants are present. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates this point by overlaying average power usage every
minute with binary occupancy (one is occupied, zero is unoccu-
pied) between 8am and 11pm for two homes. Though the homes
have different occupants, loads, and daily routines, the pattern of
power usage clearly change whenever people are home.

Prior research that detects occupancy from electrical events re-
quires expensive, specialized, and highly-calibrated equipment to
record and analyze high-frequency data, e.g., �2kHz [27]. In con-
trast, smart meters are already widely deployed: by 2011, an esti-
mated 493 utilities had collectively installed more than 37 million
in the United States [13]. Thus, we target data that is already avail-
able to utilities, and does not require deploying any additional sen-
sors. While existing work has demonstrated a correlation between
occupancy and coarse-grained electricity usage [26] by using oc-
cupancy to infer electricity usage, our work examines the reverse
relationship by using electricity usage to infer occupancy. Our hy-
pothesis is that occupants’ interaction with electrical loads, e.g.,
turning them on and off, enables simple Non-Intrusive Occupancy
Monitoring (NIOM) by detecting changes in statistical metrics in
a home’s power data, such as its mean, variance, and range. In
evaluating our hypothesis, we make the following contributions:
Data Collection and Analysis. In §2, we analyze data from two
deeply instrumented homes to quantify the opportunity for NIOM.
We collect ground truth data on both occupants’ physical interac-
tions with the electrical system that imply occupancy, e.g., flipping
a switch, and the homes’ real occupancy using GPS sensors, and
then compare it with the homes’ smart meter data. Our analysis not
only reveals how the homes’ pattern of electricity usage changes
when occupants are present, but also why it changes and which
types of loads contribute the most occupancy-implying events.
NIOM Algorithm. In §3, we use the observations from our data
analysis to develop a simple NIOM algorithm that monitors occu-
pancy by first detecting occupancy events based on changes in the

statistical metrics of power data, and then clustering nearby events
together to produce a continuous trace of occupancy. We propose
automatically setting metric thresholds by using their value at night
as a rough approximation of its value in an unoccupied home.
Implementation and Evaluation. In §4, we evaluate NIOM’s ac-
curacy by comparing with both ground truth occupancy data and an
approach based on Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) [22],
which first extracts the power usage of each load and then detects
occupancy from the power usage of interactive loads. Our results
show that our simple approach is more effective at separating oc-
cupied from unoccupied periods than the NILM-based approach.

Finally, §5 concludes by discussing the i) new applications
NIOM enables, ii) potential to extend our approach to monitor the
number of occupants in a home and their location, and iii) possibil-
ity of other simple, useful, and tractable non-intrusive analytics.

2. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
We instrument two homes (Home-A and Home-B in Figure 1

from the Smart* dataset [6]) with a variety of sensors to collect
ground truth data about each home’s electrical events and its occu-
pancy. Detailed information about the physical characteristics of
both homes is available in recent work [6]. Ground truth data is
critical in assessing and evaluating NIOM. We first briefly describe
the sensors, the raw data they generate, and how we post-process
this data to obtain ground truth data for i) the occupants’ physical
interactions with electrical loads, e.g., flipping switches and push-
ing buttons, and ii) the homes’ occupancy information. We then
compare this data with the homes’ smart meter data, and make a
series of observations to motivate NIOM. Note that the NIOM al-
gorithm presented in Section 3 only uses a home’s smart meter data
to infer occupancy. We only use our external sensors to quantify the
potential for NIOM in a home.

2.1 Instrumentation
Physical Interactions. To monitor occupants’ physical interac-
tions with loads, we use multiple eGauge energy monitors [12]
installed in the homes’ electrical panels to record total (real) grid
power usage and the (real) power usage for each of the individual
branch circuits every second. We use the branch circuit data to ex-
tract events—large changes in power—that imply occupants’ phys-
ical interactions with loads. Reliably extracting these events di-
rectly from the homes’ aggregate electricity data is challenging due
to the presence of background loads, such as heaters, air condition-
ers, and refrigerators, that are driven by automated controllers and
consequently do not imply occupancy. Notably, automatically ex-
tracting these events from a home’s aggregate power data is closely
related to performing NILM. Since background loads are wired to
dedicated circuits in both homes, monitoring branch circuits natu-
rally separates their electricity use from that of interactive loads,
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Privacy Preserving Smart Metering

! Spectrum of approaches with different tradeoffs

! Never send data, instead take send verifiable proofs 
of actions (total usage, DR,...) [Buildsys’10]
• Needs smart meters to be enhanced with crypto protocols

! Send all data, but obfuscate    [Percom’14]
• Privacy enhancing applicances (water heater) obfuscate data 

to prevent analytics

! Controllable privacy
• Reveal select data with appropriate loss of privacy
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Conclusions

!  Rich analytics possible over smart meter data

! Wide ranging benefits when data is used 
appropriately

! But data is prone to ‘misuse’ or privacy leaks

! Balanced approach that provides many benefits in 
a privacy preserving manner

! Acks: D. Irwin, S. Barker, A. Mishra, S, Kalra
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